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For a given prime p # 2 let k* denote what Kummer called the first 
factor, but what, as pointed out in [l], ought better to be called the rekrtive 
class number of the pth cyclotomic field. 
One of the most interesting and important achievements of H. S. Vandiver 
has been the determination of the congruence value h* modp for any given 
power py (v > 1). Vandiver [2] proved: 
h* c (- l)(p-1)/n 2-+3)/z p n BmpV+l mod pv, 
111 
(1) 
where m runs through the odd integers with 0 < m < p - 1 and B,, 
(n even) denotes the Bernoulli numbers with alternating signs (B, = &, 
B, = - &, em.). 
I shall give here a short new proof for this congruence. 
1. The first step of the proof consists in determining the congruence 
value mod p” of the mean value 
for integer exponents 71 of the form 
n=my+1 with m odd, v > 1. 
Vandiver [2] indeed showed that for such exponents 
M,(p) = B,, modp. (2) 
The proof of this congruence will here be obtained by a straightforward 
calculation from Witt’s p-adic characterization of the Bernoulli numbers B, 
(full series, including B, = 1, B, = 4, and B, = 0 for n > 1 odd). Witt’s 
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characterization [3] starts from the well-known fact that for any integer t 
the mean value 
is a polynomial in t (of degree n) with value B, for t = 0. Hence, making 
t -+ 0 in the p-adic sense by taking t = pp with p + co in the ordinary sense, 
one obtains 
B, = p-t+? h”,,(pp). 
This limit may also be written as an infinite p-adic series: 
Bn =%a@) + s (W~P’+~) - NIPS)). 
p=l 
(3) 
Let now IZ have the above form. Consider first 
Here 
(a + bpp)” = @ + muar-lbpp modpp+r, 
(a + c!$P)“~P E (am + w&-lbpp)~ mod pp+% 
= amp + ma ~~l-l@p+l mod ppf2, 
(a f &P)n,P’ E an”P” + m&-lbp~+v mod pp+v+l, (4) 
hence 
a P--l + bpp)mP” G am@ + mam-1 2pP+” 
= amp’ mod ppf”, 
and thus 
M,&P+~) = M,,(pp) mod p. 
As here Bnml = 0, since n - 1 = mp is odd and > 1, it follows from (3) that 
all 
AI,-, = 0 mod py. (5) 
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Consider next 
By (4) here 
(u + bp~)~*” (a + bpp) G um~“+l + amp”bpp + mambpp+v mod phv+l, 
hence 
$ z (a + W)“@’ (Q + bpp) 
b 0 
P--l s &w+1 + UrnPb - P-1 2 PP + mu’” 2 pp+” mod pp+v 
= umP"+l - + .m~p+p~ mod pp+u, 
and with regard to (5) therefore 
By (3) thus Vandiver’s congruence (2) follows. 
2. The second step of the proof consists in taking the residue modp 
in Kummer’s explicit formula for the relative class number: 
or else 
h* = (- 1)(~--1)/2 2--(~--3)/4 l-$ $ +& uxm(u), 
a 1 
(6) 
where x is a generating character mod p and m runs through the odd integers 
with 0 < m < p - 1. For the shape of this formula see [l], Section 5, 
(3b); observe also that the summation may be extended to a =p, since 
xm # 1 and therefore x”(p) = 0. 
The character x has order p - 1 and its values belong to the (p - l)th 
cyclotomic field. For one of the p - 1 conjugate prime divisors /z in that 
field one has 
x(a) = a mod;/c 
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and hence 
Raising this congruence v  consecutive times to the pth power and observing 
that XP = X, one obtains 
hence 
since j divides p only once, and thus by Vandiver’s congruence (I) 
+ 2 up(a) = B,p~+l mod/. 
Now rnp + 1 E m + 1 & 0 modp - 1 for m = 1, 3, ..., p - 4, but 
z 0 mod p - 1 for m = p - 2. Therefore, by the well-known theorem of 
von Staudt-Clausen, p does not divide the denominator of BmD,Y+l for 
m = 1, 3, *..,p - 4, whereas for m = p - 2 the denominator of Bmpvfl 
contains p exactly once. Hence by multiplication of all those congruences the 
modulus p” looses exactly one factor ;/. Since after that multiplication both 
sides are rational, the modulus f-l may be replaced by its least rational 
multiple p-l. Hence 
F f  3 aX”‘(u) = n B,,rpY+l mod p-1, 
a 1 tn 
By (6) thus Vandiver’s congruence (I) follows. 
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